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A word from our Chair

Haere mai and welcome to
Construction Health and Safety New Zealand
March 2019 marks the end of the first year since the
establishment of CHASNZ and provides an
opportunity to reflect on just how much we have
achieved in the past 12 months. In March 2018 we
established a charitable trust and trust board with
representation across all parts of the construction
sector including government, clients, designers,
contractors, trainers, workforce and independents.
That we have been able to assemble such a high
calibre board of influential and committed
construction industry leaders is a testament to the
importance that the industry sees in lifting the
standard of health and safety performance. We have
established a very capable executive team led by CEO
Chris Alderson and GM Skills and Competency, Jon
Harper-Slade both highly respected thought leaders in
health and safety in the construction industry. We
have a number of initiatives underway including client
health and safety leadership framework, health and
safety pre-qualification, mental health, predictive
analytics as well as managing the industry health and
safety
competency
assessment
programme,
ConstructSafe.
Back in March 2018 we set out with a vision for world
class construction industry health and safety
performance and a set of aspirational goals. These
goals are to provide a single voice for health and
safety, to improve consistency and to lift standards
across the industry. To be able to help effect change
we must have strong connection with industry, and
this has been addressed by establishing Advisory
Groups for each industry sector, sponsored by the
Board representative for that sector.

These Advisory Groups meet regularly and provide
valuable two way feedback between industry and
CHASNZ on areas of focus. CHASNZ has prioritised
the two Client Advisory Groups, one from the private
sector and one from the public sector, recognising
that industry clients have the greatest influence.
I would like to acknowledge the support and
leadership of the CHASNZ board over the past year,
five of whom are actively involved in the Construction
Industry Accord and also acknowledge and thank
Worksafe and ACC for their support in the
establishment of CHASNZ and for their ongoing
support.
With 11 deaths in construction already this year, the
highest in 10 years, the industry clearly faces a
significant challenge but the board and executive
team are committed to meeting and overcoming this
challenge and to work with industry to help deliver
world class construction industry health and safety
performance.

ROGER MCRAE
Independent Chairperson
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Board of Trustees

Roger McRae

Nicole Rosie
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Nigel Smith
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Steve Killeen

Shane Ellison

Susan Huria

Bill Newson

Brett Murray

Darryl-Lee Wendelborn

Independent Chairperson

CEO, Naylor Love

CEO, Downer

National Secretary, E tū

CEO, WorkSafe NZ

MD, Milestone Homes

CEO, Auckland Transport

CE, Site Safe New Zealand

ED, Business Leaders' H&S Forum

CEO, Specialised Trade Contractors Fed.

Chair, Ngāi Tahu Property

MD, Beca NZ
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To this end, we have established advisory groups
from all sectors of the construction industry. The
groups both inform CHASNZ of the key areas that
we work on and also provide resources and
feedback on our key projects.
These projects are how we make a difference,
whether it’s by challenging the current way we
perform pre-qualification or by continuously
raising the bar by investing in new competency
tests through the ConstructSafe framework.

CEO's year
in review
Welcome to CHASNZ’s first annual report.
As a new organisation, my focus for the first half
of the year has been on establishing our strategy
and ways of working. The CHASNZ deed, which
was put together by the industry, provides good
high-level guidance and clearly defines the goals
and aspirations for the Trust and the health and
safety in the industry.
We have created a strategy which focuses on
providing clarity to the industry on key issues,
provides consistency across the many different
areas of construction and continues our drive to
raise the bar for individual and company
competency.
We have a significant challenge in the industry as
we are still hurting too many people. Fatality rates
are at a 10-year high and we have the highest
suicide rate of any industry in New Zealand.
To make a difference and achieve the aspiration
of being world-class we need therefore to start
thinking differently. This means we simply can’t
just follow strategies from other countries in the
hope of catching them up sometime in the future.
New Zealand is a small country with an
innovative approach to solving most problems.
We, therefore, need to invest in the future by
harnessing the collective power of our industry
and focus on dramatic change within the near
future.

The Tōtika project, which seeks to create the
opportunity to cross-recognition of prequalification processes will result in less
overhead for smaller organisations in completing
necessary due diligence activities. Likewise,
ConstructSafe will act as the industry benchmark
for the knowledge and skills that our workers
should have around how to do their jobs safely.
We have worked with the training industry this
year to provide guidance on what standards our
people should be trained to – which is the
opportunity provided by the competency
assessment process.
We have much more work to do in providing
clarity across the industry on what to focus on
and the appropriate standards to apply. A first
step in this process has been to publish a
standard set of lag measures for the industry.
This will be followed up with a separate focus on
collecting better data from industry to gain insight
into how construction organisations can become
world-class. We have gained funding from ACC to
develop a construction health and safety data
lake which is intended to become an asset for all
New Zealand to benefit from.
Lastly, we are working closely with the
Construction Accord in key areas such as Client
Leadership and Mental Health.
Thanks to industry and Government for the
support to date and I look forward to the year
ahead.

CHRIS ALDERSON
CEO, CHASNZ
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2018 - 2019
g g
Highlights
8

Over

80,000

ConstructSafe
assessments
completed
Industry wide
projects
underway

advisory
groups
established

Candidate
pass rate

CHASNZ Board
of Trustees
established and
team in place

69%

Electrician,
scaffolder &
mobile plant
assessments
developed
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Purpose and strategy
CHASNZ Objectives

Key industry aspirational goals

Provide inspirational sector
leadership for health and safety

World class health and safety
performance

Work in partnership and provide
strong connection with the
Government,
regulators and the
Overthe
80,000
unions Construct Safe

Form a united and cohesive
industry

Develop one voice for the industry

6 Advisory
Groups
Engaged
and empowered
Established

Tests
Completed

Best practice and continuous
improvement

Provide consistency of standards,
systems and expectations

workforce

Consistency and simplification

Health and safety an integral part
of business

Effective, end user focussed
systems and practices

Strong leadership demonstrating
respect and care

Electrician,
Scaffolder and
Mobile Plant
Best practice training
Tests and
Developed
competency assessment

A focus on those at risk

A unified plan for implementation

xxxx
x guidance on
Readily available
x
industry best practice
x
x

Make a step change within 5 years
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Key Strategic Themes
World Class Performance
Focus on the value and effectiveness of
ConstructSafe
Measuring industry performance
Capturing and communicating industry best
practice
Prioritising research and development
Connect with international best practice
Over 80,000
Construct Safe
Industry Leadership
Tests
Promotion of CHASNZ
as a Peak Industry
6 Advisory
Completed
Groups
Body
Establishedin Advisory
Develop sector engagement

Groups
Connection with industry, Government and
unions
Engage with the workforce

Industry Consistency and Cohesion
Electrician,
Scaffolder
and
Understanding
of Industry needs
xxxx
Mobile Plant
Prioritising what is most important
to industry
x
Tests
and will have the most benefit x
Developed
x
Consistency of standards and systems
x
across industry sectors and industry
Making health and safety simpler, easier and
more effective for industry
Connecting with industry
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Sector Advisory Groups
s
CHASNZ has a structure that represents each of the individual sectors of the construction industry. Each
board member heads a Sector Advisory Group that can truly drive a culture change from the top. The
Advisory Group acts as a two-way communication platform for feeding through issues and projects to
CHASNZ as well as being able to influence and engage within their sector for improvement in Health and
Safety standards, culture and performance. The purpose of the Advisory Groups is to:
Consult on matters before adoption for standard-setting across the construction industry
Identify the big issues affecting each sector and opportunities for sector improvement
Be a mechanism for communicating of key learning, consultation and implementation of standards and
initiatives
Advise on future industry areas of focus in Health and Safety

Commercial building
contractors

The commercial building contractors advisory group represents commercial building
and is chaired by Rick Herd. This group is focused on consistency across commercial
building including lag metrics, PPE, Site Specific Safety Plans (SSSPs) and Drugs and
Alcohol.

Over 80,000

Darryl-Lee Wendelborn has worked with CHASNZ to establish a consultants advisory
ConsultantsConstruct Safe

group, with a focus on engineers, architects and project managers. The first meeting

Tests occurred in August 2019, with a focus on areas such as safety in design and wellbeing
for professional people in the industry.
6 Advisory
Completed
Groups
Public sector clients The public sector clients advisory group is made up of central and local Government
leaders and is chaired by Shane Established
Ellison. Focusing on leadership from a client

perspective, the advisory group seeks to raise the bar for all public construction
projects by focusing on areas such as pre-qualification, engagement and better
practice.

Residential building
contractors & SMEs

The residential building contractors and SMEs advisory group represents one of the
largest and most diverse parts of the construction industry. Representatives from
residential building companies, small to medium builders and specialist trades meet to
work on consistent competencies, shared tools and resources, as well as specific site
risks such as working at height. Nigel Smith and Graham Burke jointly chair these
meetings.

Private sector clients

The private sector clients advisory group represents commercial purchasers of
construction services and is chaired by Susan Huria. Property companies, large
Electrician,
corporates and organisations with significant construction programs are working
Scaffolder
and
together
to share better practices and collaborate on both health and safety leadership
xxxx
and
mental
Mobile Plant wellbeing.

Civil contractors
Health & safety
training
Unions

x
Tests
Civil contractors are represented by Steve Killeen and have had a focus on plant
x
Developed
operator competency as well as consistency and simplification of pre-qualification.
x
The health & safety training advisory group, chaired by Brett
x Murray was established in
early 2019 and is focussed on launching consistency in training across the industry.
Specific focus areas include alignment of training with ConstructSafe standards as well
as emerging issues such as language and literacy.

The unions advisory group is chaired by Bill Newson. This group are yet to have their
first meeting, which is upcoming shortly. NZ unions have been invited to participate and
join this advisory group.
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Auckland Transport, Auckland Council, and
Wellington Water as they have increased their
engagement with ConstructSafe. Without the
leadership of clients, ConstructSafe would not be
successful, so I personally thank you all for your
continued support as we grow our scheme.

Skills &
Competency
Reflecting on the first year of CHASNZ, two things
spring to mind; we have achieved a lot and time
has seemed to move very quickly for us.
My two main areas of focus this year have been
ConstructSafe and our pre-qualification cross
recognition project, Tōtika. I’ll talk briefly about
each in turn.
We have put a lot of work into ConstructSafe this
year. As you can see below, we have changed
how we talk about the scheme. We received
feedback that the old ‘Tier’ description was
confusing to some, so we had a re-think. It’s been
great to see the leadership and support from

Formation of the Training Industry Advisory
Group, chaired by Site Safe New Zealand’s CEO,
Brett Murray has been a key highlight. Brett and
the other training organisation CEO’s from Safety
’n Action, Vertical Horizonz, IMPAC, and The
Learning Wave are showing great leadership in
bringing our training industry together to provide
an aligned and more consistent approach.
This past year has seen our cross-recognition
project for pre-qualification gain significant
momentum. Tōtika, with finance and expertise
provided by WorkSafe NZ, has moved at pace
research,
concept,
collaborative
from
development,
and
into
industry-wide
consultation.
Tōtika isn’t another pre-qualification scheme; our
research shows that there are quite enough of
them already!
Tōtika is a cross-recognition
scheme designed to scale up beyond the
boundaries of the construction industry.
We have received good support from major
clients and other large procurers of construction,
which will ensure we are able to implement a
major improvement that will save the
construction industry, money, time, trouble and
at the same time allow us to focus on what is
most important; the health and safety of our
pe
people!

JON HARPER-SLADE
J
GM Skills & Competency, CHASNZ
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Key project updates
Metrics

CHASNZ has developed a single standard for lag metrics
etrics for industry to use.
The need for a single common standard came about because of the
requirement to compare and contrast performance across
cross the industry for key
metrics such as injury rates and other traditional health
alth and safety measures.
Next steps are to provide a low-cost solution for smaller
ler organisations to report
incidents and benchmark against industry.

Client
leadership

The quality and level of client leadership and engagement
agement can have a disproportionate effect on the contracting supply chain,
hain, both positively and
negatively throughout the construction lifecycle. CHASNZ is developing
guidance on what good client leadership and engagement
ment looks like as well as
providing a measurement toolset for organisations to measure and improve
against.

XX

Prequalification
Tōtika

The objective of this project is to reduce the burden off multiple pre-qualification
ng the standard. This will
systems on the construction supply chain while raising
be done through the development of an independent standard and view on risk
management – which in turn unlocks cross-recognition
n of schemes.

XXXX
XX

Project
Whakatipu

Evolving from lag metrics to leading indicators is a start point for Project
Whakatipu. CHASNZ will create a construction industry
try health and safety data
lake, which will include shared data from industry and
nd government. The data
lake will be a resource for building advanced analytical
al models that will seek to
better predict the presence or absence of health and safety capability. This is
an exciting project that CHASNZ has gained funding
g from ACC through the
grants process.

CHASNZ has facilitated shared learnings across industry
ustry from some of New
Large
Zealand’s largest construction projects. This includes
es City Rail Link, Central
project
Interceptor, NX2 (Puhoi to Walkworth) and Transmission
ion Gully. The objective is
legacy
ects
but also to build up a
not
only
to
increase
the
learning
between
these
projects
XXXX
XXX
learnings
repository for future projects.

Mental
health in
Construction

CHASNZ is working with industry, government and the
e mental health sector to
develop a vision and roadmap for improving mental health in the construction
industry. This has included the support in establishing
ng Mates in Construction
(MIC) in New Zealand. MIC will be piloted across New Zealand sites in the
coming year and will include an academic review to ensure that it is working
well for the Construction sector.

CHASNZ is working with the sector to provide better guidance on what owners
Site
and site controllers should be trying to achieve when allowing access to
XXXX
XXX
access
operational sites. This includes guidance on foundation
on training, assessment of
requirements knowledge and skills, inductions and supervision requirements.
irements.
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CHASNZ ENGAGEMENT

ly proactive engaging both face to face and
The CHASNZ Team have been incredibly
virtually with the industry. Here is a snapshot overview of the past year:

April 2018
8
Plant operators assessmentt
d
developed

g
Contractor Forum speaking
engagementt

Framework and assessment
developments

May 2018
Workforce capability development
forum, Government health & safety
strategy

Industry workshop, excessive
traffic speeds in temporary
traffic management

Panel host at the Safeguard
conference

July 2018
Canterbury Safety Charter AGM

Plant Operator scheme
developments

April 2018 - July 2018

CHASNZ ENGAGEMENT

July 2018
Speaker engagement,
Wellington Electricity Safety Day

August 2018
Speaker engagement,
'diversity in the workplace'

Human factors meeting

September 2018
Development of Trades registered
Electricians framework

Performance Based Maintenance
Contractors health & safety forum

November 2018

October 2018
Data science, data analytics, health
and safety laboratory, Buxton

Lag indicators

ConstructSafe Foundation
competency framework review

NZTA Plant operator training
facility

CCNZ collaboration

July 2018 - November 2018

CHASNZ ENGAGEMENT

December 2018
CHASNZ team office move to
Auckland CBD

Wrapping up 2018 promotional video

January 2019
CHASNZ free industry resources
webpage live
www.chasnz.org/resources

CHASNZ formal input and
endorsement of the Temporary
Works forum (NZ) (TWf) good
practice guideline

February 2019
CHASNZ Board of Trustees endorsed
ConstructSafe as the Construction
industry health and safety
competency benchmark tool

March 2019

Collaboration with ACC to up-skill
Supervisors in Construction

Speaker engagement,
NZISM Canterbury

ConstructSafe engagement
roadshow
December 2018 - March 2019

Appendix 1
Construction Health and Safety New Zealand
Trust Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019

Electrician,
Scaffolder and
Mobile Plant
Tests
Developed

xxxx
x
x
x
x
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Registered office
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Over 80,000
Construct Safe
Charities registration
Tests
Completed
Board of Trustees

Electrician,
Scaffolder and
Independent auditor Mobile Plant
Tests
Developed

Bankers

To reduce the level of injuries and deaths
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Trustees' Report and Statement of Responsibility
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
The Trustees of Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust present this Annual Report, being the
consolidated financial statements of the Trust and its subsidiary (the "Group) for the period ended 31 March 2019,
and the independent auditor's report thereon.
Statement of responsibility
The Trustees are responsible for the maintenance of adequate accounting records and the preparation and
integrity of the consolidated financial statements and related information.
The independent external auditors, RSM Hayes Audit have audited the consolidated financial statements and their
report appears on pages 3 to 4.
The Trustees are also responsible for the systems of internal control. These are designed to provide reasonable
but not absolute assurance as to the reliability of the consolidated financial statements, and to adequately
safeguard, verify and
maintain
accountability for assets, and to prevent and detect material misstatements.
Over
80,000

Construct Safe

Appropriate systems of internal control have been employed to ensure that all transactions have been executed in
Tests
accordance with authority
and correctly processed and accounted for in the financial records. The systems are
implemented and monitored
by suitably trained personnel with an appropriate
segregation of authority and duties.
6 Advisory
Completed
Nothing has come to the attention of the Trustees to indicate that any material breakdown in the functioning of
Groups
these controls, procedures and systems has occurred during the year under review.

Established

The consolidated financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis. Nothing has come to the attention
of the Trustees to indicate that the Group will not remain a going concern in the foreseeable future.
In the opinion of the Trustees:
- The Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Revenue and Expense is drawn up so as to present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial result of the Group for the period ended 31 March 2019;
- The Consolidated Statement of Financial Position is drawn up so as to present fairly, in all material respects, the
state of affairs of the Group as at 31 March 2019;
- The Consolidated Statement of Cash flows is drawn up so as to present fairly, in all material respects, the cash
flows of the Group for theElectrician,
period ended 31 March 2019;

Scaffolder and
Mobile Plant
For and on behalf of the Board:
Tests
Developed

- There are reasonable grounds to believe that the Group will be able to pay its debts
as and when they fall due.
xxxx

x
x
x
x

airperson
Chairperson

Date

Trustee

Date
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive Revenue and Expense
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019

The financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Consolidated Statement of Changes in Trust Funds
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019

Over 80,000
Construct Safe
Tests
Completed

Electrician,
Scaffolder and
Mobile Plant
Tests
Developed

6 Advisory
Groups
Established

xxxx
x
x
x
x

The financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 March 2019

For and on behalf of the Board:

Chairperson

Date

Trustee

Date

xxxx
x
x
x
x

The financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019

The financial statements should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019
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Construction Health and Safety New Zealand Trust
Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements
For the Period Ended 31 March 2019

(refer to note 5, page 16)
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Contact us

info@chasnz.org
0800 CHASNZ
(0800 242 769)
www.chasnz.org
Construction Health and Safety NZ (CHASNZ)
#CHASNZ1
#CHASNZ1

